Word embeddings typically represent different meanings of a word in a single conflated vector. Empirical analysis of embeddings of ambiguous words is currently limited by the small size of manually annotated resources and by the fact that word senses are treated as unrelated individual concepts. We present a large dataset based on manual Wikipedia annotations and word senses, where word senses from different words are related by semantic classes. This is the basis for novel diagnostic tests for an embedding's content: we probe word embeddings for semantic classes and analyze the embedding space by classifying embeddings into semantic classes. Our main findings are: (i) Information about a sense is generally represented well in a single-vector embedding -if the sense is frequent. (ii) A classifier can accurately predict whether a word is single-sense or multi-sense, based only on its embedding. (iii) Although rare senses are not well represented in single-vector embeddings, this does not have negative impact on an NLP application whose performance depends on frequent senses.
Introduction
Word embeddings learned by methods like Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) have had a big impact on natural language processing (NLP) and information retrieval (IR). They are effective and efficient for many tasks. More recently, contextualized embeddings like ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) have further improved performance. To understand both word and contextualized embeddings, which still rely on word/subword embeddings at their lowest layer, we must peek inside the blackbox embeddings.
Given the importance of word embeddings, attempts have been made to construct diagnostic tools to analyze them. However, the main tool for analyzing their semantic content is still looking at nearest neighbors of embeddings. Nearest neighbors are based on full-space similarity neglecting the multifacetedness property of words (Gladkova and Drozd, 2016) and making them unstable (Wendlandt et al., 2018) .
As an alternative, we propose diagnostic classification of embeddings into semantic classes as a probing task to reveal their meaning content. We will refer to semantic classes as Sclasses. We use S-classes such as food, drug and living-thing to define word senses. Sclasses are frequently used for semantic analysis, e.g., by Kohomban and Lee (2005) , Ciaramita and Altun (2006) and Izquierdo et al. (2009) for word sense disambiguation, but have not been used for analyzing embeddings.
Analysis based on S-classes is only promising if we have high-quality S-class annotations. Existing datasets are either too small to train embeddings, e.g., SemCor (Miller et al., 1993) , or artificially generated (Yaghoobzadeh and Schütze, 2016) . Therefore, we build WIKI-PSE, a WIKIpediabased resource for Probing Semantics in word Embeddings. We focus on common and proper nouns, and use their S-classes as proxies for senses. For example, "lamb" has the senses food and living-thing.
Embeddings do not explicitly address ambiguity; multiple senses of a word are crammed into a single vector. This is not a problem in some applications (Li and Jurafsky, 2015) ; one possible explanation is that this is an effect of sparse coding that supports the recovery of individual meanings from a single vector (Arora et al., 2018) . But ambiguity has an adverse effect in other scenarios, e.g., Xiao and Guo (2014) see the need of filtering out embeddings of ambiguous words in dependency parsing.
We present the first comprehensive empirical analysis of ambiguity in word embeddings. Our resource, WIKI-PSE, enables novel diagnostic tests that help explain how (and how well) embeddings represent multiple meanings. 1 Our diagnostic tests show: (i) Single-vector embeddings can represent many non-rare senses well.
(ii) A classifier can accurately predict whether a word is single-sense or multi-sense, based only on its embedding. (iii) In experiments with five common datasets for mention, sentence and sentencepair classification tasks, the lack of representation of rare senses in single-vector embeddings has little negative impact -this indicates that for many common NLP benchmarks only frequent senses are needed.
Related Work
S-classes (semantic classes) are a central concept in semantics and in the analysis of semantic phenomena (Yarowsky, 1992; Ciaramita and Johnson, 2003; Senel et al., 2018) . They have been used for analyzing ambiguity by Kohomban and Lee (2005) , Ciaramita and Altun (2006) , and Izquierdo et al. (2009) , inter alia. There are some datasets designed for interpreting word embedding dimensions using S-classes, e.g., SEMCAT (Senel et al., 2018) and HyperLex (Vulic et al., 2017) . The main differentiator of our work is our probing approach using supervised classification of word embeddings. Also, we do not use WordNet senses but Wikipedia entity annotations since WordNettagged corpora are small.
In this paper, we probe word embeddings with supervised classification. Probing the layers of neural networks has become very popular. Conneau et al. (2018) probe sentence embeddings on how well they predict linguistically motivated classes. Hupkes et al. (2018) apply diagnostic classifiers to test hypotheses about the hidden states of RNNs. Focusing on embeddings, Kann et al. (2019) investigate how well sentence and word representations encode information necessary for inferring the idiosyncratic frame-selectional properties of verbs. Similar to our work, they employ supervised classification. Tenney et al. (2019) probe syntactic and semantic information learned by contextual embeddings (Melamud et al., 2016; McCann et al., 2017; Pe-ters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018) compared to non-contextualized embeddings. They do not, however, address ambiguity, a key phenomenon of language. While the terms "probing" and "diagnosing" come from this literature, similar probing experiments were used in earlier work, e.g., Yaghoobzadeh and Schütze (2016) probe for linguistic properties in word embeddings using synthetic data and also the task of corpus-level finegrained entity typing (Yaghoobzadeh and Schütze, 2015) .
We use our new resource WIKI-PSE for analyzing ambiguity in the word embedding space. Word sense disambiguation (WSD) (Agirre and Edmonds, 2007; Navigli, 2009 ) and entity linking (EL) (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998; Mihalcea and Csomai, 2007) are related to ambiguity in that they predict the context-dependent sense of an ambiguous word or entity. In our complementary approach, we analyze directly how multiple senses are represented in embeddings. While WSD and EL are important, they conflate (a) the evaluation of the information content of an embedding with (b) a model's ability to extract that information based on contextual clues. We mostly focus on (a) here. Also, in contrast to WSD datasets, WIKI-PSE is not based on inferred sense tags and not based on artificial ambiguity, i.e., pseudowords (Gale et al., 1992; Schütze, 1992) , but on real senses marked by Wikipedia hyperlinks. There has been work in generating dictionary definitions from word embeddings (Noraset et al., 2017; Bosc and Vincent, 2018; Gadetsky et al., 2018) . Gadetsky et al. (2018) explicitly adress ambiguity and generate definitions for words conditioned on their embeddings and selected contexts. This also conflates (a) and (b).
Some prior work also looks at how ambiguity affects word embeddings. Arora et al. (2018) posit that a word embedding is a linear combination of its sense embeddings and that senses can be extracted via sparse coding. Mu et al. (2017) argue that sense and word vectors are linearly related and show that word embeddings are intersections of sense subspaces. Working with synthetic data, Yaghoobzadeh and Schütze (2016) evaluate embedding models on how robustly they represent two senses for low vs. high skewedness of senses. Our analysis framework is novel and complementary, with several new findings.
Some believe that ambiguity should be elimi- Figure 1 : Example of how we build WIKI-PSE. There are three sentences linking "apple" to different entities. There are two mentions (m 2 ,m 3 ) with the organization sense (S-class) and one mention (m 1 ) with the food sense (S-class).
nated from embeddings, i.e., that a separate embedding is needed for each sense (Schütze, 1998; Huang et al., 2012; Neelakantan et al., 2014; Li and Jurafsky, 2015; Camacho-Collados and Pilehvar, 2018) . This can improve performance on contextual word similarity, but a recent study (Dubossarsky et al., 2018) questions this finding. WIKI-PSE allows us to compute sense embeddings; we will analyze their effect on word embeddings in our diagnostic classifications.
WIKI-PSE Resource
We want to create a resource that allows us to probe embeddings for S-classes. Specifically, we have the following desiderata: (i) We need a corpus that is S-class-annotated at the token level, so that we can train sense embeddings as well as conventional word embeddings.
(ii) We need a dictionary of the corpus vocabulary that is S-class-annotated at the type level. This gives us a gold standard for probing embeddings for S-classes. (iii) The resource must be large so that we have a training set of sufficient size that lets us compare different embedding learners and train complex models for probing.
We now describe WIKI-PSE, a Wikipediadriven resource for Probing Semantics in Embeddings, that satisfies our desiderata.
WIKI-PSE consists of a corpus and a corpusbased dataset of word/S-class pairs: an S-class is assigned to a word if the word occurs with that Slocation, person, organization, art, event, broadcast program, title, product, living thing, peopleethnicity, language, broadcast network, time, religion-religion, award, internet-website, god, education-educational degree, food, computerprogramming language, metropolitan transittransit line, transit, finance-currency, disease, chemistry, body part, finance-stock exchange, law, medicine-medical treatment, medicinedrug, broadcast-tv channel, medicine-symptom, biology, visual art-color Table 1 : S-classes in WIKI-PSE sorted by frequency.
class in the corpus. There exist sense annotated corpora like SemCor (Miller et al., 1993) , but due to the cost of annotation, those corpora are usually limited in size, which can hurt the quality of the trained word embeddings -an important factor for our analysis.
In this work, we propose a novel and scalable approach to building a corpus without depending on manual annotation except in the form of Wikipedia anchor links.
WIKI-PSE is based on the English Wikipedia (2014-07-07). Wikipedia is suitable for our purposes since it contains nouns -proper and common nouns -disambiguated and linked to Wikipedia pages via anchor links. To find more abstract meanings than Wikipedia pages, we annotate the nouns with S-classes. We make use of the 113 FIGER types 2 (Ling and Weld, 2012) , e.g., person and person/author.
Since we use distant supervision from knowledge base entities to their mentions in Wikipedia, the annotation contains noise. For example, "Karl Marx" is annotated with person/author, person/politician and person and so is every mention of him based on distant supervision which is unlikely to be true. To reduce noise, we sacrifice some granularity in the Sclasses. We only use the 34 parent S-classes in the FIGER hierarchy that have instances in WIKI-PSE; see Table 1 . For example, we leave out person/author and person/politician and just use person. By doing so, mentions of nouns are rarely ambiguous with respect to S-class and we still have a reasonable number of S-classes (i.e., 34).
The next step is to aggregate all S-classes a surface form is annotated with. Many surface forms are used for referring to more than one Wikipedia page and, therefore, possibly to more than one Sclass. So, by using these surface forms of nouns 3 , and their aggregated derived S-classes, we build our dataset of words and S-classes. See Figure 1 for "apple" as an example.
We differentiate linked mentions by enclosing them with "@", e.g., "apple" → "@apple@". If the mention of a noun is not linked to a Wikipedia page, then it is not changed, e.g., its surface form remains "apple". This prevents conflation of Sclass-annotated mentions with unlinked mentions.
For the corpus, we include only sentences with at least one annotated mention resulting in 550 million tokens -an appropriate size for embedding learning. By lowercasing the corpus and setting the minimum frequency to 20, the vocabulary size is ≈500,000. There are ≈276,000 annotated words in the vocabulary, each with >= 1 Sclasses. In total, there are ≈343,000 word/S-class pairs, i.e., words have 1.24 S-classes on average.
For efficiency, we select a subset of words for WIKI-PSE. We first add all multiclass words (those with more than one S-class) to the dataset, divided randomly into train and test (same size). Then, we add a random set with the same size from single-class words, divided randomly into train and test (same size). The resulting train and test sets have the size of 44,250 each, with an equal number of single and multiclass words. The average number of S-classes per word is 1.75.
Probing for Semantic Classes in Word Embeddings
We investigate embeddings by probing: Is the information we care about available in a word w's embedding? Specifically, we probe for S-classes: Can the information whether w belongs to a specific S-class be obtained from its embedding? The probing method we use should be: (i) simple with only the word embedding as input, so that we do not conflate the quality of embeddings with other confounding factors like quality of context representation (as in WSD); (ii) supervised with enough training data so that we can learn strong and nonlinear classifiers to extract meanings from embeddings; (iii) agnostic to the model architecture that the word embeddings are trained with. WIKI-PSE, introduced in §3, provides a text corpus and annotations for setting up probing 3 Linked multiwords are treated as single tokens. methods satisfying (i) -(iii). We now describe the other elements of our experimental setup: word and sense representations, probing tasks and classification models.
Representations of Words and Senses
We run word embedding models like WORD2VEC on WIKI-PSE to get embeddings for all words in the corpus, including special common and proper nouns like "@apple@".
We also learn an embedding for each S-class of a word, e.g., one embedding for "@apple@-food" and one for "@apple@-organization". To do this, each annotated mention of a noun (e.g., "@apple@") is replaced with a word/S-class token corresponding to its annotation (e.g., with "@apple@-food" or "@apple@-organization"). These word/S-class embeddings correspond to sense embeddings in other work.
Finally, we create an alternative word embedding for an ambiguous word like "@apple@" by aggregrating its word/S-class embeddings by summing them: w = i α i w c i where w is the aggregated word embedding and the w c i are the word/Sclass embeddings. We consider two aggregations:
• For uniform sum, written as unifΣ, we set α i = 1. So a word is represented as the sum of its sense (or S-class) embeddings; e.g., the representation of "apple" is the sum of its organization and food S-class vectors.
• For weighted sum, written as wghtΣ, we set α i = freq(w c i )/ j freq(w c j ), i.e., the relative frequency of word/S-class w c i in mentions of the word w. So a word is represented as the weighted sum of its sense (or S-class) embeddings; e.g., the representation of "apple" is the weighted sum of its organization and food S-class vectors where the organization vector receives a higher weight since it is more frequent in our corpus.
unifΣ is common in multi-prototype embeddings, cf. (Rothe and Schütze, 2017) . wghtΣ is also motivated by prior work (Arora et al., 2018) . Aggregation allows us to investigate the reason for poor performance of single-vector embeddings. Is it a problem that a single-vector representation is used as the multi-prototype literature claims? Or are single-vectors in principle sufficient, but the way sense embeddings are aggregated in a single- vector representation (through an embedding algorithm, through unifΣ or through wghtΣ) is critical.
Probing Tasks
The first task is to probe for S-classes. We train, for each S-class, a binary classifier that takes an embedding as input and predicts membership in the S-class. An ambiguous word like "@apple@" belongs to multiple S-classes, so each of several different binary classifiers should diagnose it as being in its S-class. How well this type of probing for S-classes works in practice is one of our key questions: can S-classes be correctly encoded in embedding space? Figure 2 shows a 2D embedding space: each point is assigned to a subset of the three S-classes, e.g., "@apple@" is in the region "+food ∩ +orga-nization ∩ -event" and "@google@" in the region "-food ∩ +organization ∩ -event".
The second probing task predicts whether an embedding represents an unambiguous (i.e., one S-class) or an ambiguous (i.e., multiple S-classes) word. Here, we do not look for any specific meaning in an embedding, but assess whether it is an encoding of multiple different meanings or not. High accuracy of this classifier would imply that ambiguous and unambiguous words are distinguishable in the embedding space.
Classification Models
Ideally, we would like to have linearly separable spaces with respect to S-classes -presumably embeddings from which information can be effectively extracted by such a simple mechanism are better. However, this might not be the case considering the complexity of the space: non-linear models may detect S-classes more accurately. Nearest neighbors computed by cosine similarity are frequently used to classify and analyze embeddings, so we consider them as well. Accordingly, we experiment with three classifiers: (i) logistic regression (LR); (ii) multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with one hidden and a final ReLU layer; and (iii) KNN: K-nearest neighbors.
Experiments
Learning embeddings. Our method is agnostic to the word embedding model. Therefore, we experiment with two popular similar embedding models: (i) SkipGram (henceforth SKIP) (Mikolov et al., 2013) , and (ii) Structured SkipGram (henceforth SSKIP) (Ling et al., 2015) . SSKIP models word order while SKIP is a bag-of-words model. We use WANG2VEC (Ling et al., 2015) with negative sampling for training both models on WIKI-PSE. For each model, we try four embedding sizes: {100, 200, 300, 400} using identical hyperparameters: negatives=10, iterations=5, window=5. Table 2 : F 1 for S-class prediction. emb: embedding, unifΣ (resp. wghtΣ): uniform (resp. weighted) sum of word/S-classes. ln: line number. Bold: best F 1 result per column and embedding model (SKIP and SSKIP). according to its prior probability (i.e., proportion in train).
S-class Prediction
We train classifiers with Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) . Each classifier is an independent binary predictor for one S-class. We use the global metric of micro F 1 over all test examples and over all S-class predictions. We see the following trends in our results.
MLP is consistently better than LR or KNN. Comparing MLP and LR reveals that the space is not linearly separable with respect to the S-classes. This means that linear classifiers are insufficient for semantic probing: we should use models for probing that are more powerful than linear.
Higher dimensional embeddings perform better for MLP and LR, but worse for KNN. We do further analysis by counting the number k of unique S-classes in the top 5 nearest neighbors for word embeddings; k is 1.42 times larger for embeddings of dimensionality 400 than 200. Thus, more dimensions results in more diverse neighborhoods and more randomness. We explain this by the increased degrees of freedom in a higher dimensional space: idiosyncratic properties of words can also be represented given higher capacity and so similarity in the space is more influenced by idiosyncracies, not by general properties like semantic classes. Similarity datasets tend to only test the majority sense of words (Gladkova and Drozd, 2016) , and that is perhaps why similarity results usually do not follow the same trend (i.e., higher dimensions improve results). See Table 6 in Appendix for results on selected similarity datasets.
SSKIP performs better than SKIP. The difference between the two is that SSKIP models word order. Thus, we conclude that modeling word order is important for a robust representation. This is in line with the more recent FASTTEXT model with word order that outperforms prior work (Mikolov et al., 2017) .
We now compare word embeddings, unifΣ, and wghtΣ. Recall that the sense vectors of a word have equal weight in unifΣ and are weighted according to their frequency in wghtΣ. The results for word embeddings (e.g., line 1) are between those of unifΣ (e.g., line 9) and wghtΣ (e.g., line 5). This indicates that their weighting of sense vectors is somewhere between the two extremes of unifΣ and wghtΣ. Of course, word embeddings are not computed as an explicit weighted sum of sense vectors, but there is evidence that they are implicit frequency-based weighted sums of meanings or concepts (Arora et al., 2018) .
The ranking unifΣ > word embeddings > wghtΣ indicates how well individual sense vectors are represented in the aggregate word vectors and how well they can be "extracted" by a classifier in these three representations. Our prediction task is designed to find all meanings of a word, including rare senses. unifΣ is designed to give relatively high weight to rare senses, so it does well on the prediction task. wghtΣ and word embeddings give low weights to rare senses and very high weights to frequent senses, so the rare senses can be "swamped" and difficult to extract by classifiers from the embeddings.
Public embeddings. To give a sense on how well public embeddings, trained on much larger data, do on S-class prediction in WIKI-PSE, we use 300d GLOVE embeddings trained on 6B to- Table 3 : F 1 for S-class prediction on the subset of WIKI-PSE whose vocabulary is shared with GLOVE and FASTTEXT. Apart from using a subset of WIKI-PSE, this is the same setup as in Table 2 , but here we compare word, wghtΣ, and unifΣ with public GLOVE and FASTTEXT.
kens 4 from Wikipedia and Gigaword and FAST-TEXT Wikipedia word embeddings. 5 We create a subset of the WIKI-PSE dataset by keeping only single-token words that exist in the two embedding vocabularies. The size of the resulting dataset is 13,000 for train and test each; the average number of S-classes per word is 2.67. Table 3 shows results and compares with our different SSKIP 300d embeddings. There is a clear performance gap between the two off-theshelf embedding models and unifΣ, indicating that training on larger text does not necessarily help for prediction of rare meanings. This table also confirms Table 2 results with respect to comparison of learning model (MLP, LR, KNN) and embedding model (word, wghtΣ, unifΣ). Overall, the performance drops compared to the results in Table 2 . Compared to the WIKI-PSE dataset, this subset has fewer (13,000 vs. 44,250) training examples, and a larger number of labels per example (2.67 vs. 1.75). Therefore, it is a harder task.
Analysis of Important Factors
We analyze the performance with respect to multiple factors that can influence the quality of the representation of S-class s in the embedding of word w: dominance, number of S-classes, frequency and typicality. We discuss the first two here and the latter two in the Appendix §A. These factors are similar to those affecting WSD systems (Pilehvar and Navigli, 2014). We perform this analysis for MLP classifier on SSKIP 400d embeddings. We compute the recall for various conditions. 6 Dominance of the S-class s for word w is defined as the percentage of the occurrences of w where its labeled S-class is s. Figure 3a shows for each dominance level what percentage of Sclasses of that level were correctly recognized by their binary classifier. For example, 0.9 or 90% of S-classes of words with dominance level 0.3 were correctly recognized by the corresponding Sclass's binary classifier for unifΣ ((a), red curve). Not surprisingly, more dominant meanings are represented and recognized better.
We also see that word embeddings represent non-dominant meanings better than wghtΣ, but worse than unifΣ. For word embeddings, the performance drops sharply for dominance <0.3. For wghtΣ, the sharp drops happens earlier, at dominance <0.4. Even for unifΣ, there is a (less sharp) drop -this is due to other factors like frequency and not due to poor representation of less dominant S-classes (which all receive equal weight for unifΣ).
The number of S-classes of a word can influence the quality of meaning extraction from its embedding. Figure 3b confirms our expectation: It is easier to extract a meaning from a word embedding that encodes fewer meanings. For words with only one S-class, the result is best. For ambiguous words, performance drops but this is less of an issue for unifΣ. For word embeddings (word), performance remains in the range 0.6-0.7 for more than 3 S-classes which is lower than unifΣ but higher than wghtΣ by around 0.1.
Ambiguity Prediction
We now investigate if a classifier can predict whether a word is ambiguous or not, based on the word's embedding. We divide the WIKI-PSE dataset into two groups: unambiguous (i.e., one S-class) and ambiguous (i.e., multiple S-classes). LR, KNN and MLP are trained on the training set and applied to the words in test. The only input to a classifier is the embedding; the output is binary: one S-class or multiple S-classes. We use SSKIP word embeddings (dimensionality 400) and L2-normalize all vectors before classification. As a baseline, we use the word frequency as single feature (FREQUENCY) Table 4 shows overall accuracy and Figure 4 accuracy as a function of number of S-classes. Accuracy of standard word embeddings is clearly above the baselines, e.g., 81.2% for MLP and 77.9% for LR compared to 64.8% for FREQUENCY. The figure shows that the decision becomes easier with increased ambiguity (e.g., ≈100% for 6 or more S-classes). It makes sense that a highly ambiguous word is more easily identifiable than a twoway ambiguous word. MLP accuracy for unifΣ is close to 100%. We can again attribute this to the fact that rare senses are better represented in unifΣ than in regular word embeddings, so the ambiguity classification is easier.
KNN results are worse than LR and MLP. This indicates that similarity is not a good indicator of degree of ambiguity: words with similar degrees of ambiguity do not seem to be neighbors of each other. This observation also points to an explanation for why the classifiers achieve such high accuracy. We saw before that S-classes can be identified with high accuracy. Imagine a multilayer architecture that performs binary classification for each S-class in the first layer and, based on that, makes the ambiguity decision based on the number of S-classes found. LR and MLP seem to approximate this architecture. Note that this can only work if the individual S-classes are recognizable, which is not the case for rare senses in regular word embeddings.
In Appendix §C, we show top predictions for ambiguous and unambiguous words.
NLP Application Experiments
Our primary goal is to probe meanings in word embeddings without confounding factors like contextual usage. However, to give insights on how our probing results relate to NLP tasks, we evaluate our embeddings when used to represent word tokens. 7 Note that our objective here is not to improve over other baselines, but to perform analysis.
We select mention, sentence and sentence-pair classification datasets. For mention classification, we adapt Shimaoka et al. (2017) 's setup: 8 training, evaluation (FIGER dataset) and implementation. The task is to predict the contextual fine-grained types of entity mentions. We lowercase the dataset to match the vocabularies of GLOVE(6B), FASTTEXT(Wiki) and our embeddings. For sentence and sentence-pair classifications, we use the SentEval 9 (Conneau and Kiela, 2018) setup for four datasets: MR (Pang and Lee, 2005 ) (positive/negative sentiment prediction for movie reviews) , CR (Hu and Liu, 2004) (positive/negative sentiment prediction for product reviews), SUBJ (Pang and Lee, 2004) Table 5 shows results. For MC, performance of embeddings is ordered: wghtΣ > word > unifΣ. This is the opposite of the ordering in Table 2 where unifΣ was the best and wghtΣ the worst. The models with more weight on frequent meanings perform better in this task, likely because the dominant S-class is mostly what is needed.
In an error analysis, we found many cases where mentions have one major sense and some minor senses; e.g., unifΣ predicts "Friday" to be "location" in the context "the U.S. Attorney's Of-fice announced Friday". Apart from the major Sclass "time", "Friday" is also a mountain ("Friday Mountain"). unifΣ puts the same weight on "location" and "time". wghtΣ puts almost no weight on "location" and correctly predicts "time". Results for the four other datasets are consistent: the ordering is the same as for MC.
Discussion and Conclusion
We quantified how well multiple meanings are represented in word embeddings. We did so by designing two probing tasks, S-class prediction and ambiguity prediction. We applied these probing tasks on WIKI-PSE, a large new resource for analysis of ambiguity and word embeddings. We used S-classes of Wikipedia anchors to build our dataset of word/S-class pairs. We view S-classes as corresponding to senses.
A summary of our findings is as follows. (i) We can build a classifier that, with high accuracy, correctly predicts whether an embedding represents an ambiguous or an unambiguous word.
(ii) We show that semantic classes are recognizable in embedding space -a novel result as far as we know for a real-world dataset -and much better with a nonlinear classifier than a linear one. (iii) The standard word embedding models learn embeddings that capture multiple meanings in a single vector well -if the meanings are frequent enough. (iv) Difficult cases of ambiguity -rare word senses or words with numerous senses -are better captured when the dimensionality of the embedding space is increased. But this comes at a cost -specifically, cosine similarity of embeddings (as, e.g., used by KNN, §5.2) becomes less predictive of S-class. (v) Our diagnostic tests show that a uniform-weighted sum of the senses of a word w (i.e., unifΣ) is a high-quality representation of all senses of w -even if the word embedding of w is not. This suggests again that the main problem is not ambiguity per se, but rare senses. (vi) Rare senses are badly represented if we use explicit frequency-based weighting of meanings (i.e., wghtΣ) compared to word embedding learning models like SkipGram.
To relate these findings to sentence-based applications, we experimented with a number of public classification datasets. Results suggest that embeddings with frequency-based weighting of meanings work better for these tasks. Weighting all meanings equally means that a highly dominant sense (like "time" for "Friday") is severely downweighted. This indicates that currently used tasks rarely need rare senses -they do fine if they have only access to frequent senses. However, to achieve high-performance natural language understanding at the human level, our models also need to be able to have access to rare senses -just like humans do. We conclude that we need harder NLP tasks for which performance depends on rare as well as frequent senses. Only then will we be able to show the benefit of word representations that represent rare senses accurately. 
A Analysis of important factor: more analysis
Frequency is defined as the absolute frequency of s in occurrences of w. Frequency is important to get good representations and the assumption is that more frequency means better results. In Figure 5a , prediction performance is shown for a varying frequency-level. Due to rounding, each level in x includes frequencies [x − 5, x + 5]. As expected higher frequency means better results. All embeddings have high performance when frequency is more than 20, emphasizing that embeddings can indeed represent a meaning well if it is not too rare. For low frequency word/S-class es, the uniform sum performs clearly better than the other models. This shows that word and weighted word/S-class embeddings are not good encodings for rare meanings. Typicality of a meaning for a word is important. We define the typicality of S-class s for word w as its average compatibility level with other classes of w. We use Pearson correlation between Sclasses in the training words and assign the compatibility level of S-classes based on that. In Figure 5b , we see that more positive typicality leads to better results in general. Each level in x axis represents [x − 0.05, x + 0.05]. The S-classes that have negative typicality are often the frequent ones like "person" and "location" and that is why the performance is relatively good for them.
B What does happen when classes of a word become balanced?
Here, we analyze the space of word embeddings with multiple semantic classes as the class dis- tribution gets more balanced. In Figure 6 , we show that for two-class words, the average number of unique classes in the top five nearest neighbors increases as the dominance level increases. The dominance-level of 0.4 is basically where the two classes are almost equally frequent. As the two classes move towards equal importance, their word embeddings move towards a space with more diversity.
C Ambiguity prediction examples
In Table 7 , we show some example predicted ambiguous and unambiguous words based on the word embeddings.
D Supersense experiment
To confirm our results in another dataset, we try supersense annotated Wikipedia of UKP (Flekova and Gurevych, 2016 Table 6 : Similarity and analogy results of our word embeddings on a set of datasets (Jastrzebski et al., 2017 Table 7 : The top ten ambiguous words followed by the top unambiguous words based on our model prediction in Section 5.3. Each line is a word followed by its frequency in the corpus, its dataset senses and finally our ambiguity prediction likelihood to be ambiguous. as our WIKI-PSE is applied on the annotated corpus to build word/S-class dataset. Here, the Sclasses are the supersenses. We consider NOUN categories of words and build datasets for our analysis by aggregating the supersenses a word annotated with in the corpus. Number of supersenses is 26 and train and test size: 27874. In Table 8 , we show the results of ambiguity prediction. As we see, we can predict ambiguity using word embeddings with accuracy of 73%.
